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Overview of Amendments
• Type I List
• Type II List
• EIS Scoping
• EIS Preparation
• Document Preparation
• SEQR Fees
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DEC’s 2018 Amendments – Critical Documents
https://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/83389.html
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Type I List
617.4 (b) (5) (iii) - (v)
Lowered thresholds for residential units:
• From 250 to 200 units; in pop. 150,000 or less
• From 1,000 to 500 units; in pop. 150,001 to 999,999
• From 2,500 to 1,000 units; in pop. 1,000,000 or greater

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These Type I thresholds are linked to situations in which the project (construction of new residential units); that meets or exceeds the threshold and that connects to existing sewer and water utilities at commencement of habitation.  ENB sample analysis 2006, 2008, 2010 & 2012 for DGEIS; additional sampling 2016 & 2017 for RDGEIS – showed lowering the thresholds captured a handful of additional projects as Type 1.   More than half of these projects in the 150,000 or less population (that would have been Unlisted actions) were subject to an EIS in any event.
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Type I List

617.4 (b) (6) (iii) – (iv)
Existing rule only applies to 1000 vehicles
The amendments add a threshold for parking 
spaces in smaller communities:
• 500 or more vehicles – pop. of 150,000 or 

less and 1,000 or more vehicles – pop. of 
150,001 or more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities, other than the construction of residential facilities, that meet or exceed thresholds in the Type I list (e.g., 10 acres of disturbance), or the expansion of existing nonresidential facilities bymore than 50 percent of any of the following thresholds:Parking often used as a surrogate in SEQR for establishing the level or potential for an impact from a development proposal.  A common and often recommended measurement for determining the number of parking spaces is based on the amount of gross floor area. For communities of less than 150,000 persons, the applicable Type I threshold for the construction of commercial or industrial facilities is 100,000 square feet of gross floor area. This equates to 500 parking spaces.
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Type I List

617.4 (b) (9) 
• Adds thresholds to historic properties similar 

to  other sensitive resources
• Adds “eligible” historic properties 
• Eligible properties will appear on EAF Mapper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Any Unlisted action (unless the action is designed for the preservation of the facility or site), that exceeds 25 percent of any threshold established in this section, occurringwholly or partially within, or substantially contiguous to, any historic building, structure, facility, site or district or prehistoric site that is listed on the National Register of Historic Places”… is listed on the State Register of Historic Places or that has been determined by the Commissioner of the Office of Parks, Recreation and HistoricPreservation to be eligible for listing on the State Register of Historic Places25% Threshold.  On the existing Type I list, under 6 NYCRR § 617.4 (b) (9) any Unlisted action, regardless of size, that occurs wholly or partially within or substantially contiguous to a historic resource is automatically elevated to a Type I action. This sometimes results in very minor actions being elevated to Type I and thereby requiring the use of the full EAF and coordinated review. Other resource based Type I items in SEQR, such as those addressing agriculture and parkland or open space, currently exist as Type I thresholds that are defined by exceeding 25% of other actions in the Type I category. This revision brings the treatment of actions located close to historic resources in line with the other resource based Type I thresholds (i.e. agricultural districts and parkland). Eligible.  Resource eligibility has not previously been a criterion for this Type I listing and is now being included in this revision to the Type I list to more closely reflect the way that the New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation treats resource eligibility decisions under State and Federal Historic Preservation Law (National Historic Preservation Act Section 106), wherein listed and eligible properties are given equal treatment under the regulations. 
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (2) - Upgrading buildings to meet 
state energy code

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The existing Type II category of action provides for the replacement, rehabilitation or reconstruction of a structure or facility, in kind, on thesame site and included allowance for upgrades to meet fire and building codes, but not energy codes.  The change expands of the category, which arguably promotes sustainable development. 
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (3) Green infrastructure - retrofit 
• “’Green infrastructure’ means practices that manage storm 

water through infiltration, evapo-transpiration and reuse 
including only the following: the use of permeable pavement; 
bio-retention; green roofs and green walls; tree pits and 
urban forestry; storm water planters; rain gardens; vegetated 
swales; downspout disconnection; or storm water harvesting 
and reuse.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New definition:  “’Green infrastructure’ means practices that manage storm water through infiltration, evapo-transpiration and reuse including only the following: the use of permeable pavement; bio-retention; green roofs and green walls; tree pits and urban forestry; storm water planters; rain gardens; vegetated swales; downspout disconnection; or storm water harvesting and reuse.”  The definition is exhaustive, and related solely to stormwater.  Green Infrastructure is a good way for municipalities to reduce the amount of water that flows into their storm sewers, and can have additional positive effects for building efficiency.  Installation of green roofs or other green infrastructure techniques can substantially improve energy efficiency, reduce generation of runoff and result in the improvement of water quality on a site-specific basis. Since this proposed Type II action will only allow retrofits to an existing structure and appurtenant areas (front, side and back yards), it will result in minimal or no additional site disturbance or construction impacts – hence inclusion on the Type II list.New Type II: “retrofit of an existing structure and its appurtenant areas to incorporate green infrastructure;” 6 NYCRR 617.5 (c)(3).
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (7) - Installation of 
telecommunications cables in existing ROWs 
with trenchless burial or use of existing poles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small exception for installation of buried cable using a plow-line method is called out in the EIS, because it is not exactly trenchless (a small trench is made, the cable placed within it, and immediately backfilled).  It is very common and has no significant impacts, so we included it.
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (11) - Conveyances of land in 
connection with 1-3 family residence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Previously item No. 9 - construction of 1-3 family residence on an approved lot… was Type II, and this is a matching item was added to the existing type II.  
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (14) & (15) – Installation of Solar (on 
rooftops, closed landfills, brownfield and 
Superfund sites, wastewater treatment 
facilities, parking lots/garages and industrial 
areas)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#14 – Placement on existing structures that are not listed on the state/national register historic places. #15 - is limited to 25 acres of physical alteration.	-For industrial areas, as well as wastewater treatment facilities, DEC added a caveat that the area must be currently disturbed.  DEC wanted to avoid the potential that a greenfield might fall within this Type II category, as that was not intended.  	- Brownfields or environmental restoration project sites must have received a certificate of completion; inactive hazardous waste disposal site must have received a full liability release or a COC
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (16) - Lot line adjustments
“granting of individual setback and lot line 

variances and adjustments”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Added “and adjustments” to the existing Type II, previously #12A lot line adjustment or alteration is a means by which a boundary line dividing two lots is adjusted or moved. Such a move is typically made by agreement between the owners of the parcels. A change in the location of the boundary line effectively creates two lots with new dimensions. Some municipalities define “subdivision” to include lot line adjustments.” The change would clarify that lot line adjustments, whether defined as a subdivision or as a standalone approval, are Type II actions. 
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (18) - Reuse of a commercial or 
residential structure including mixed use
must be permitted under the applicable 
zoning, including by special use permit
the action does not trigger a Type I (617.4) 
threshold

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reuse of a residential or commercial structure, or of a structure containing mixed residential and commercial uses, where the residential or commercial use is a permitted use under the applicable zoning law or ordinance, including permitted by special use permit, and the action does not meet or exceeds any of the thresholds in section 617.4 of this Part;   This Type II is akin to the Type II for replacement in kind, and contains the same additional limiting conditional, that the action must not trigger any of the Type I thresholds. Historic note: It was proposed in 1995 but ran into substantial opposition from the EJ community at that time. This time around the concern was that communities do not use their special permit authority effectively when reviewing these types of projects. The Department evaluated the ENB to determine whether reuse actions typically receive a negative or positive declaration. DEC’s ENB search of projects (where a sufficient description of the action was provided) identified 12 actions in 2016 and 8 actions in 2017. All such actions received negative declarations. Question: Does reuse limit the structure to its existing size or would it also allow expansion of the structure as long as the expansion was consistent with the current zoning?Response: The qualifying phrase is a use permitted by zoning as mentioned above. Changes involving new construction would be subject to SEQR unless they were covered by 6 NYCRR § 617.5 (c) (2). Thus, this Type II provision is only intended to cover reuse of the inside of the building.  
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (39) Acquisition/dedication of 
parkland or conservation easement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(39) an agency’s acquisition and dedication of 25 acres or less of land for parkland, or dedication of land for parkland that was previously acquired (no acreage limitation), or acquisition of a conservation easement (no acreage limitation);   
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Type II List

• 617.5 (c) (41) Organic digesters at operating 
publicly-owned landfills
• Must be within currently disturbed areas
• Feedstock capacity of < 150 wet tons/day
• Only produces Class A digestate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Construction and operation of an anaerobic digester, within currently disturbed areas at an operating publicly-owned landfill, provided the digester has a feedstock capacity of less than 150 wet tons per day, and only produces Class A digestate (as defined in 6 NYCRR § 361-3.7) that can be beneficially used or biogas to generate electricity or to make vehicle fuel, or both.”Digestate or effluent is product that was once influent and has been processed through the digester. Effluent can either be solids or liquids or a mix of both. An anaerobic digester can be operated at various temperatures and detention times. The temperature and detention time for Class A ensures that any disease-causing organisms (pathogens) are reduced to below detectable levels. Since the Class A material does not contain pathogens, there are few restrictions on the use of the digestate, assuming the other applicable standards (heavy metal content, etc.) are also met. DEC had this originally covering sewage treatment plants as well but realized that the impacts associated with placement of such a facility on a landfill were different than placement at a WWTP.
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Scoping (617.8)
• Scoping will be required for all EISs 

(similar to Federal and NYC 
requirements) except for supplemental 
EISs

• New process for late-filed comments on 
scope

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEIS “in lieu of” EAF submission eliminated.  Late filed, remains the same- 617.8 (f) “All relevant issues should be raised before the issuance of a final written scope. Any agency or person raising issues after that time must provide to the lead agency and project sponsor a written statement that identifies: (1) the nature of the information; (2) the importance and relevance of the information to a potential significant impact; (3) the reason(s) why the information was not identified during scoping and why it should be included at this stage of the review”Provides earlier opportunity for public and involved/interested agencies to view those late filed comments that previously only required the sponsor to address as comment in the FEIS.Modified 617.8 (g) : The project sponsor [may] must incorporate information submitted consistent with subdivision (f) of this section into the draft EIS [at its discretion] or attach such comments into an appendix of the draft EIS 
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EIS Preparation 
• 617.9 (a)(2) - Clarify procedures to define 

when a DEIS is adequate for public review
• Meets the requirements of:
• the final written scope
• sections 617.8 (g) &617.9 (b); late filed 

comments & EIS content respectively 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
617.9 (a)(2) – “The lead agency will use the final written scope [, if any,] and the standards contained in this section to determine whether to accept the draft EIS as adequate with respect to its scope and content for the purpose of commencing public review…New sentence added to the above section to clarify when an EIS is “adequate”– “… A draft EIS is adequate with respect to scope and content for the purpose of commencing public review if it meets the requirements of the final written scope, sections 617.8 (g) and 617.9 (b) of this Part, and provides the public and involved agencies with the necessary information to evaluate project impacts, alternatives, and mitigation measures. 617.9 (b)(2)(ii) – re: a resubmitted DEIS, amendments add - “…The determination of adequacy of a resubmitted draft EIS must be based solely on the written list of deficiencies provided by the lead agency following the previous review; unless changes are proposed for the project, there is newly discovered information, or there is a change in circumstances related to the project.”
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EIS Content 
• 617.9(b)(5)(iii)(i) - Addition of requirement, 

where relevant, to evaluate “measures to 
avoid or reduce both an action's impacts on 
climate change and associated impacts due 
to the effects of climate change such as sea 
level rise and flooding”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Climate change considerations will not be relevant to every impact statement. The lead agency must look at each proposed action to determine whether climate change considerations rise to the level of relevance and significance to warrant consideration in the EIS.  This determination should be made during the scoping process, and in most cases will require some level of analysis.  The analysis must look at how the action contributes to climate change, through GHG emissions that would occur from the project, as well as the impacts of climate change on the action, such as sea level rise and flooding.  Some projects are more likely to require such an analysis, such as infrastructure projects located within a regulatory floodplain (whether 100- or 500-year) or located in a DEC-mapped Coastal Erosion Hazard Area. Some projects located along the coastline may not be located in a mapped floodplain, but may be subject to future sea-level rise projections found under 6 NYCRR Part 490. Through the scoping process, a lead agency may determine that a climate change analysis need not be included in the EIS. For example, a project located well outside of the floodplain, away from the coast, where there is little chance of flooding or storm surge impacts, that has relatively minimal GHG contributions, may not require a climate change analysis in the EIS, or may require a simple abbreviated analysis. Design standards for infrastructure projects in areas subject to tidal influence should incorporate the DEC’s sea-level rise projections, as set out in 6 NYCRR Part 490. Projects in riparian areas north of New York City should consider flood elevations derived from flows provided by USGS Future Flow Explorer. This calculation should consider the useful life of the infrastructure compared against predicted future conditions..  
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Contact Information
DEC, Division of 
Environmental Permits
625 Broadway, Albany NY 
12233-1750
james.eldred@dec.ny.gov
(518) 402-9167
http://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/
83389.html (regulatory 
documents)

http://www.dec.ny.gov/permits/83389.html
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